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The grand finale of Wuhan
Art Museum's 2019
exhibitions, "Ink and Things—
The Second Biennale
Exhibition of Wuhan Ink Art,"
was unveiled on Nov. 15.
More than 100 works by 40
artists are currently on display.
The works combine traditional
ink painting with the world's
most avant-garde artistic
concepts, giving the ink
painting culture new vitality.

There are a lot of large
works in the exhibition suitable
for displaying in public spaces.
The artists show a pursuit of
vitality and rhythm, employing
sketch cards, markers, and
contemporary life utensils, and
a variety of contemporary
media and materials.

Chen Xinmao, in his serial
works based on the Chinese
opera "Peony Pavilion," paints
the characters and scenes of

the story on common boxes
used in everyday life, displaying
dramatic tension and whimsical
fun.

Jiang Shiguo, one of the
participating artists, said that
the Wuhan ink art biennale
shows the audience the
diversity and possibilities of
Chinese ink painting.

The exhibition goes until
Feb. 23, 2020 and is free to
the public.

Chinese ink art biennale
at Wuhan Art Museum

By Zhou Manzhen

The "Beijing Opera Art
Exhibition of Yantai" was
unveiled at Wuhan Art
Museum on Nov. 20. It mixes
folk art displays with Beijing
Opera performance to show
the beauty of China's essential
art form.

The exhibition features
100 artistic works, including

paper-cuts, dough figurines,
paintings and facial masks,
presenting characters and
stories from the Beijing Opera,
as well as the history of
Yantai's Beijing Opera society.
For those seeking new pictures
to post, cardboard cut-outs of
Beijing Opera characters are
available for the audience to

take photos.
Artists from the Yantai

Jingju Theater Company and
the Wuhan Peking Opera
Troupe performed excerpts
from Beijing Opera classics at
the opening. Many young
viewers said, "It turns out that
Beijing Opera can be so
modern and beautiful."

Beijing Opera performances in museum
By Zhou Manzhen

Exhibition shows creative
forms of ancient Chinese
characters

An exhibition of ancient Chinese
characters hosted by Wuhan
University was unveiled in front of
the Wanlin Art Museum on Nov. 20.
The exhibition showcases creative art
works themed on ancient Chinese
characters by over 270
undergraduates of the university.

Various art forms, such as carved
wood, leaves, dried flowers, and clay,
were employed in the design of
ancient Chinese characters. In one
art piece, the designers used cross
stitch to create four Chinese
characters. In another, the characters
"山 (mountain)" and "河（river）" were
embedded in the design of tuanshan,
a circular Chinese fan.

"People along the Bank" created by Xie Tianzhuo

City buildings made of
A4 sheets
By Yang Xingci

Du Yiheng, a middle school
student from Wuhan, took the first
prize at the annual national model
building competition held in Yinchuan
for his model that was made with
four pieces of paper.

At the contest, Du, by making
use of only four A4 sheets, created a
model of a building cluster.

The creation process lasted two
hours, involving measuring, folding,
cutting and pasting. When Du turned
on the LED light inside his paper
building, everyone present approached
and marveled at his work.
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Du Yiheng's buidling model
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